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Xact, in partnership with Giró are proud
to be at the forefront of fresh produce
packaging throughout the UK.

Giró is the WORLD LEADER in the production of
knitted nets and films. Its commercial network
has worldwide coverage, being present in more
than fifty countries throughout the 5 continents,
Giró has 7 production plants and outstanding R+D
team to develop new packaging concepts.
Giró net packages are well known worldwide and some have
been adopted by multinational supermarkets to pack their
produce, like Girsac or Ultrabag.
We provide the complete solution for packing fresh produce
from consumables – nets, films, labels, clipping wire and
machinery to automate the packaging process.
One of Girós 7 production plants - This factory in Spain has a
1.400 sqm warehouse surface capable of storing 100 million
meters of tubular net.
Jaume Ribó, Barcelona

NETS BY XACT

TUBULAR KNITTED NET
Giró not only invented knitted tubular net but are its Biggest
Manufacturer in the World! Knitted netting is regarded as
one of the most efficient forms of packaging for fresh fruit &
vegetables. It can be clipped or welded and is the ideal for
use on both manual & automatic packaging machinery.
Our net stands out from the crowd due to its high quality, plus it’s:

Resistance
Thanks to its special structure and composition, polyethylene
knitted tubular net features high strength and uses less
quantity of raw material than other packing technologies.
1 gr of knitted net supports 1 Kg of produce.

Breathable
Knitted Net allows fresh produce to breath and keeps
it’s natural features much longer than other packaging
technologies. Provides high product visibility and allows
the customer to smell the produce.

Sustainable
The products are manufactured from virgin polyethylene
or polypropylene granules plus the corresponding colour
pigment, very low carbon footprint and are 100% recyclable.

Product enhancement
Knitted net colour highlights product’s appearance,
making it more attractive and thus more appetising for
purchase. We have an extensive range of colours, widths
and types of tissue to improve the appearance of the product,
making it even more attractive to the consumer.

FLAT EXTRUDED NET
As the name suggests, this net is extruded through
a die rather than knitted from separate yarns.
Designed to provide maximum support, visibility
and shape for fully welded film pre-packs. Suitable
for use with a range of produce types.
Our line of nets offers a wide range of models
for packaging fruit and vegetable products with
automatic vertical-filling machines. The NETBAG
model is an extruded flat net, equipped with three
plastic strips that are welded to it. This net can
be personalised with prints featuring up to six
colours. During the filling stage printing can be
completed with bar code, weight, date of packing,
place of origin, etc. This net is available in a range
of colours and is manufactured with recyclable
materials suitable for food contact as per relative
EU standards.

PUNNET NETS
This plastic, extruded, tubular net is used to
package fruit and vegetables. The versatility
and easy-to-handle qualities of these articles
are the result of meticulous technical research
into innovative materials that are ever-stronger
and safer. These nets ensure effective contact
protection and thus safeguard hygiene, a must
for products in the food-processing industry.
All the products belonging to this range are
suitable for contact with food.

LABELS BY XACT

WINEGLASS LABELS
The Wineglass label is specially designed for clipped net packaging. The
narrow upper part of the label is used to clip the label to the net, whereas the
wide part is used as the space for the printing. The other side of the label can
be made of thermal material thus can be printed during the packing process.
• Materials used: Polypropylene or Polyethylene
• Flexographic printing until 8 inks max.
• Paper types:
		 o
Thermal coated (protection against humidity
			
and condensation)
		 o
Thermal with special coating (high protection)
		 o
Non-therma

CLIP2CLIP LABELS
A variation on the ‘Wine Glass’ bag, the Clip2Clip
label can come in multiple shapes and sizes.
The package is simple, elegant and effective.
The customised label which also acts as a handle makes the
Clip2Clip bag stand out from the crowd. The label is made
of 100% Polyethylene and the bag is made with the same
recyclable raw material, HDPE (with the exception of the
clip). The Clip2Clip label can be printed with thermal-transfer
technology, allowing the packer to incorporate information such
as barcodes, origin and specification of the product, traceability
data, price and weight etc.
•
•

GIRFILM
Girfilm is a quality printed film for net packages. It offers
unique print quality, resistance and weldability and
comes in 3 varieties:
•

Girfilm standard - Printed or neutral
longitudinal film

•

Girfilm fashioned - Cut out printed or
neutral longitudinal film

•

Girfilm Window - Film with interior window

Possibility to use paper labels or 100% polyethylene
Recyclable packaging -except for the clip- when using
the polyethylene label

ECOGIRÓ

CLIPPING WIRE
Our clipping wire for sealing tubular netting on full
and semi-automatic packaging machines is the
Machine Manufacturer Preferred Wire We only
supply European standard, supermarket preferred
clipping wire.
Available in both large and small spools, and in
single or double wire variations for all manufacturers
clipping machines.

OUR SOLUTIONS FOR A SUSTAINABLE WORLD
Our EcoGiró range focusses on friendly materials and packing technologies for the
fresh produce packing industry.
EcoGiró has been developed as a brand to illustrate our commitment to the environment and sustainable
development. The EcoGiró range of packaging solutions includes 100% recyclable and compostable net
and labels.

Call Xact today to find out more!
Tel:

0151 479 3020

Email:

info@xactpack.co.uk

Web:

xactpack.co.uk

